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This season’s theme: “Make love,… ”
As proof of this, the Geneva-based institution asked the talented 
video artist Pauline Julier, also from Geneva, to make a short film on 
the theme of “Make love,...” and to spark off the inspiration for this 
season’s imagery. She envisages a carnal world that is dreamlike, 
enigmatic, sensual and tactile all at once. At the centre, a wandering, 
haggard knight gone astray encounters a couple of august lovers who 
meet a violinist engulfed in humus. After months of social distancing, 
blocking gestures, working remotely and living life virtually on 
screens, the artist world is spilling forth to fulfil our need for physical 
proximity and warmth. After photographer Matthieu Gafsou and 
visual artist John Armleder, it is now the Swiss Francophone video 
artist, trained at Sciences Po (Paris) in Arles, who will take care of 
GTG’s seasonal brochure. 

For a more in-depth view into the season’s strong line-up and its 
dramaturgy, join the chat between general manager Aviel Cahn, 
director of ballet Philippe Cohen and playwright Clara Pons as they 
discuss this season’s theme. 

Top billing for women
Numerous women feature in the 2021–2022 programming, with 
directors Mariame Clément, Lotte de Beer and Tatjana Gürbaca 
heading the bill alongside visual artist Prune Nourry. Women of 
power have also inspired several operas, like princess Turandot in 
the eponymous work by Puccini, the queen consort Anne Boleyn 
in Anna Bolena by Donizetti and the Roman Empress Poppaea in 
L’incoronazione di Poppea by Monteverdi. Two major female lead 
roles complete this casting: Elektra in the eponymous work by Richard 
Strauss and Jenůfa in the opera by Janáček. 

Swiss and world premieres
Contemporary music continues to rank highly in the programming by 
general manager Aviel Cahn, who strives to secure opera’s place as 
a firm feature of our time. That is why 2021–2022 will stage two world 
premieres, Sleepless and Huit Minutes (nous y étions presque), as well 
as numerous Swiss productions. The Hungarian composer Peter Eötvös 
was co-commissioned with Staatsoper Berlin for the first work. The 
second piece is the result of a collective effort by the team at OperaLab.
ch with their composer Leonardo Marino, as part of an innovative and 
interdisciplinary project to bring together young student creators from 
universities and colleges in the French-speaking part of Switzerland. 
Hitherto unseen and often rare works in the history of music will be 
staged for the first time in Switzerland: War and Peace by Sergei 
Prokofiev, Atys by Jean-Baptiste Lully, Turandot by Giacomo Puccini 
in the version with the finale composed by Luciano Berio. Lastly, Anna 
Bolena by Donizetti, which has never been performed on the de Neuve 
stage.

Several designers debut in Geneva
Another highlight: the 2021–2022 season celebrates the debuts at 
the Grand Théâtre of the famous director Calixto Bieito with War 
and Peace, without forgetting the talented Mariame Clément and 
Tatjana Gürbaca, as others try their hand for the first time at the 
lyrical genre, such as the exemplary choreographer Angelin Preljocaj 
and the German theatre star, Ulrich Rasche. 

Musical trump cards
The Grand Théâtre is delighted to continue its successful 
collaboration with the Orchestre de la Suisse Romande and its artistic 
and musical director, Jonathan Nott, who will conduct Elektra by R. 
Strauss. Among the conductors performing this season, we would like 
to highlight those premiering, d’Alejo Pérez and Tomáš Hanus, as well 
as the return of a big favourite with the audiences: Leonardo García 
Alarcón. Lots of great vocal stars are writ large in the billing for the 
2021–2022 season, such as Stéphanie d’Oustrac, Elsa Dreisig, Ingela 
Brimberg, Dmitry Ulyanov, Frédéric Antoun and Evelyn Herlitzius.

Visual arts
Visual artists are firmly rooted in our era and embody a free spirit. 
The Grand Théâtre is delighted to unleash their creative power at 
the opera. Visual artist Prune Nourry will design the sets for Atys, 
the multidisciplinary Japanese team from teamLab has devised an 
enormous video/laser installation for Turandot, filmmaker Kornél 
Mundruczó returns after his critical success with The Makropoulos 
Affair, this time for the production of Sleepless and finally, video artist 
Sarah Derendinger will focus her lens on Guerre et Paix with Calixto 
Bieito. 

Operas
The Grand Théâtre season opens with a major double premiere: the 
epic opera War and Peace by Sergueï Prokofiev, which clearly echoes 
Tolstoy’s literary genius but also Geneva’s cosmopolitan nature and 
the pacifist role it plays (13–24 September 2021). This work is being 
staged for the first time by one the most important directors of our 
time, Calixto Bieito, this production marks his debut on the de Neuve 
stage. One-time event. Alejo Pérez, an expert of the repertoire, 
will officiate in the pit. He has already warmed up for this with the 
productions of The Love of the three oranges and The Fiery Angel, 
by the same composer. She moved Swiss Francophone audiences in 
Marguerite with Faust directed by Michel Plasson: Ruzan Mantashyan 
returns to Geneva to play Natasha Rostova, alongside the great 
Russian bass Dmitry Ulyanov (General Koutouzov) and Scandinavian 
tenor Daniel Johansson (Count Pierre Bézoukhov).

After L’Orfeo by Monteverdi in 2019, the collaboration with the 
Budapest Festival Orchestra and its charismatic director Iván Fischer 
continued, this time with  L’Incoronazione di Poppea by Claudio 
Monteverdi (30 September – 1 October 2021). On stage, the famous 
Trinidadian soprano Jeanine De Bique will take on the lead role and 
Néron will be sung by the countertenor Valer Sabadus, who played 
the lead role magnificently in Il Giasone in Geneva in 2017.

An opera, somewhat reminiscent of the Game of Thrones, 
with the scandalous Henry VIII, the clergy fully divided and mass 
assassinations, Anna Bolena by Gaetano Donizetti gives way to 
historical figures in a new production by Mariame Clément (22 
October – 11 November 2021). This first instalment marks the start 
of a new Tudor trilogy for the GTG with a designer who has been 
critically acclaimed several times over and is a regular guest at 
the Glyndebourne Festival. The great practitioner of the bel canto, 
Stefano Montanari infuses the works of Donzietti, Bellini and Rossini 
with his passion and energy. A remarkable cast featuring the virtuoso 
soprano Elsa Dreisig who will sing the lead role for the first time, the 
impressive mezzo Stéphanie d’Oustrac will take on the role of her 
friend and rival Jeanne Seymour, while the notorious Henri VIII will 
be sung by the Italian Alex Esposito.

The Grand Théâtre de Genève optimistically unveils its 2021–
2022 season, with the hope that the latest developments in the 
pandemic and health guidelines will allow all the ambitions of 
artistic projects from the world of opera, ballet, recitals and La 
Plage programmes to come to life under the single banner of 
“Make love... ”.  Even though general manager Aviel Cahn’s first 
two seasons were adversely impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic, 
the Grand Théâtre de Genève still had the pleasure of being 
recognised by Opernwelt as the “best opera house of 2020” in 
recognition of its high quality programming, its international, 
demanding and open orientation to other arts and artists.
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For the end-of-year celebrations, we shall revisit a production 
from the Theater an der Wien, which has already toured Europe, the 
exotic Pêcheurs de perles by Georges Bizet (10–26 December 2021). 
The work is scrutinised through the discerning lens of contemporary 
stage director Lotte de Beer, who peels away its colonialist onus and 
face value, injecting it with a dose of madness to better mock our 
world and the travesty of reality shows. The Orchestre de la Suisse 
Romande (OSR) will be conducted by a man who is passionate about 
the music of the Second French Empire: David Reiland. The leading 
vocal trio is made up of Kristina Mkhitaryan (Leïla) who has notably 
appeared in Les Indes galantes, Frédéric Antoun (Nadir) and Audun 
Iversen (Zurga). 

After a rich collaboration between the Grand Théâtre and the OSR, 
Jonathan Nott will finally make his appearance for the first time in 
front of an audience, in the pit of the de Neuve, for the performance 
of Elektra by Richard Strauss (25 January – 6 February 2022). This 
new production marks the debut on stage for a prominent figure in 
German theatre, Ulrich Rasche, who will bring his stylistic signature 
of gigantic metal structures and machines. The Grand Théâtre has 
selected Swedish dramatic soprano Ingela Brimberg for the lead role. 
Tanja Ariane Baumgartner will sing the role of Clytemnestre who was 
scheduled to sing Kundry in April 2021 in Geneva, while Chrysotemis 
will debut the American Sarah Jakubiak, the new star soprano of the 
Deutsche Oper Berlin. 

After the duo Jalet-Larbi Cherkaoui in Pelléas et Mélisande then 
Franck Chartier de Peeping Tom with the opera Didon et Énée, 
it is the turn of another choreographer to try his hand at staging: 
the famous Frenchman Angelin Preljocaj. Trained at Merce 
Cunningham, recognised with the Villa Médicis award, he will bring 
his choreographer and stage director eye to the opera-ballet Atys 
by Jean-Baptiste Lully (27 February – 10 March 2022). Never-before 
performed in Switzerland, the production will be directed by an expert 
of the baroque repertoire who is well known to Geneva audiences, 
Leonardo García Alarcón. With his Cappella Mediterranea ensemble, 
he will attempt this challenge in the footsteps of William Christie, who 
carved out a version that has remained authoritative, even to this 
day. The visual artist Prune Nourry, who has notably taken over the 
prestigious Bon Marché in Paris in January 2021, designs the stage set, 
her first at the opera. On stage, dancers from the Grand Théâtre will 
be part of the production of a “complete work of art”.

Another production event, the world premiere commissioned with 
the Staatsoper Berlin, Sleepless by Peter Eötvös (29 March – 5 April 
2022) and even directed by its own composer. The opera is inspired 
by Trilogie, an intimate and fatalistic work by Norwegian writer Jon 
Fosse. The exciting filmmaker Kornél Mundruczó, nominated at the 
2021 Oscars for his Pieces of a Woman now airing on Netflix, returns 
to the opera armed with his keen acting style, which was a hit in The 
Makropoulos Affair last October. This world premiere is the platform 
for a small festival dedicated to Peter Eötvös, together with the OSR 
and the Comédie de Genève.

The season continues with Leoš Janáček and rightly so; this time 
it is Jenůfa (3–13 May 2022). The new production is created by a 
recognised authority in the world of theatre, Tatjana Gürbaca, who 
has worked on the biggest German-speaking stages including the 
Theater an der Wien, Opernhaus Zürich and Deutsche Oper Berlin. 
Corinne Winters takes the lead role and sings under the direction of 
the nothing short of ideal Czech conductor, Tomáš Hanus. She will be 
accompanied by the dramatic soprano Evelyn Herlitzius (Kostelnička) 
and the Ukrainian tenor Misha Didyk (Laca).

The season concludes with Turandot, the last and unfinished opera 
by Giacomo Puccini (20 June – 3 July 2022) marking the return of the 
creative catalyst Daniel Kramer. A spectacular new production with 
vast sensory apparatus for images, videos, lasers and lights by the 
hypercreative Japanese collective teamLab. As for the music score, 
a new version of the finale by Luciano Berio was created in 2002. It 
is the never-before-performed in Switzerland version that Antonino 
Fogliani will direct – known to audiences in Geneva through Aida in 
October 2019 and then in La Cenerentola the following year. On stage 
we have Ingela Brimberg in the lead role with the Romanian tenor 
Teodor Ilincai as Calaf and the Moldavian soprano Olga Busuioc as Liù. 

Ballets
The 2021–2022 season marks an important turning point as it is the 
last with Philippe Cohen at the helm of the Grand Théâtre ballet. He 
has taken his dancers all around the world since 2003, from Cuba to 
South Africa through China and the United States. As a compendium 
of his best productions, the 2021–2022 season will show two of the 
company’s top successes. The first is the fantastical Nutcracker 
choreographed by Jeroen Verbruggen: a “magical ballet”, which has 
literally travelled the world over, and whose costumes, created by 
the baroque designers at the Parisian couture house On aura tout vu, 
were even showcased in a museum exhibition (6–16 November 2021). 

Another striking production of a monumental story about love 
and death, Tristan & Isolde (25–29 May 2022), which even the Swiss 
choreographer Joëlle Bouvier was a little hesitant about to begin with 
as she had baptised it “Greet the world for me”. Its critical acclaim 
and public success pushed her to fully take on this ballet by Wagner 
to be (re)discovered at the Bâtiment des Forces Motrices. 

After Anne Teresa De Keersmaeker’s company, the renowned 
Batsheva Dance Company is invited to the Grand Théâtre de Genève, 
in Hora (17–20 March 2022), choreographed by Ohad Naharin and 
created as part of the famous Montpellier Danse festival. Finally, we 
must mention, Atys by Lully, the opera-ballet where dancers interact 
with lyrical artists, after Les Indes galantes and Pelléas et Mélisande.

Recitals
The 2021–2022 season has a wonderful selection of recitals on 
offer. To begin with, two exceptional lieder singers: French baritone 
Stéphane Degout (26 September 2021) and British tenor Ian 
Bostridge (19 November 2021). We will be able to see in the New Year 
of 2022 with a real favourite among audiences in Geneva: Patricia 
Petitbon will lead the New Year’s Concert with the Basel Chamber 
Orchestra (31 December 2021). She sang in front of 50 people in the 
spring of 2021, and will return on 10 February 2022: Pretty Yende will 
present a wonderful evening, in front of a real audience at last. And 
finally, the line-up concludes with the vocal fireworks of stars, Anita 
Rachelishvili (10 April 2022) and Asmik Grigorian (07 June 2022).

La Plage
In addition to its numerous informal and already well-established 
activities aimed (or not) at specific audiences (Late Nights, 
Apéropéras, Duels…), the La Plage programme also has several 
productions for the 2021–2022 season. 
The unprecedented platform project that reinvents the opera 
OperaLab.ch will bear testament to the fruit of his collaborative 
and interdisciplinary work: Huit Minutes (nous y étions presque) on 
1, 2 and 3 September 2021. Students from HES-SO schools will be able 
to present their lyrical productions at the Cube of HEAD – Genève in 
collaboration with numerous partners from Geneva and the French-
speaking part of Switzerland. 
The GTG is still pushing boundaries: György Ligeti finds himself in 
the Hall of Lignon with his Aventures et Nouvelles Aventures, in an 
open format where the audience, from the age of 6, is invited to move 
and… to hear and hear again so as to better listen. Coproduced with 
Vernier Culture and the Ensemble Contrechamps, directed by the 
Swiss-Australian conductor Elena Schwarz, the Notuntersuchungen 
collective will bring this strange creature that is sound to life with 
multi-sensory and surprising music skills (4–6 September 2021). 
A tenor with his head in the clouds arrives late at the recital he has 
to perform at the Grand Théâtre with a picky, pedantic pianist. But 
it’s not his fault he’s late, a mischievous groundhog stole his car! Mon 
Premier Récital (10–15 January 2022) is a play for young audiences 
based on the writing of Sabryna Pierre, formulated by Luc Birraux 
as a comic ballad through the melodies of Schumann, Schubert and 
Beethoven, from the shores of the lake to the King of the forest’s 
castle… 
There is also, Frankenstein, originally written by Mary Shelley in 
Geneva. Now the Grand Théâtre pays tribute to this horrifying story 
with a play for young audiences, Homo Deus Frankenstein, showing 
at the Théâtre Am Stram Gram (24–25 February 2022). 

La Plage continues its numerous artistic collaborations and 
partnerships with cultural players established in Geneva, notably 
the city of Vernier (cultural department), the contemporary art salon 
artgenève, La Comédie de Genève, the theatres of Carouge and 
Am Stram Gram, and the festivals of La Bâtie, Electron, Antigel and 
Les Créatives. Happy City Lab, le Salon du Livre and the Cinémas 
du Grütli round off this great list. A splendid programme waiting to 
be discovered!
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A CONVERSATION WITH AVIEL CAHN, GENERAL 
MANAGER, CLARA PONS, DRAMATURG, 
AND PHILIPPE COHEN, BALLET MANAGER. 
.
.
“Make love, …” is this season’s motto. It sounds like 
an invitation to empathy and bodily contact, but 
could it also be a reaction to pandemic-related social 
distancing?
.
AVIEL CAHN – This topic is at the centre of current 
events: social distancing measures also act as an 
antiseptic for normal relationships. But the theme 
aims to be much broader, leaving a wide berth of 
interpretation for the audience. 
.
CLARA PONS – Pauline Julier, the artist behind the 
visual identity of the season, does however strongly 
express the nostalgia of human contact, the lack of 
physical proximity in her work.
.
PHILIPPE COHEN – This theme of love in all its 
diversity, in its bodily, affective, emotional and 
physical dimensions, obviously speaks to the dancers 
in the company. Despite all the cancellations that 
happened during this period, they haven’t stopped 
working and sweating together.  
.
.
The 2021-22 season is all about war, violence, 
murders, executions. Where does love fit in? Love  
of what and of whom?
.
AC – In all the works, love is like the opposite vision  
of great tragedy.
Elektra, for example, is primarily a family feud. In War 
and Peace, the epic part of war shares the stage with 
more intimate scenes. The piece’s structure shows this 
well, with “Peace” in the first act, and then “War” in 
the second.  
.
CP – Pauline Julier’s video speaks of this dichotomy, 
with an elderly couple reunited by love, whilst a 
pugnacious knight fights... by himself. Yes, we want 
to talk about love, but war is never far behind. We 
need to talk about armed conflict, but we also need 
to deal with social conflict. “Make love, ...” is also an 
unfinished suggestion, which everyone can complete 
in their own way. We think it is important that the 
audience also has its own role to play. And we suggest 
what to do, not what not to do.  
.
.
PC - The dance programme is fully in line with the 
“Make love…” theme, from teenagers searching for 
themselves in The Nutcracker to consummated, all-
consuming love in Tristan & Isolde. 
.
.
“Make love, ...” not war? It seems like the 21-22 season 
shows the love that brings people together as well the 
love that drives them mad! 
.
AC - Absolutely. We want to show love over the 
whole spectrum. Henry VIII in Anna Bolena is the love 
that drives people mad. He had his wives executed 
so that he could make more love. At half-season, 
Sleepless and Jenůfa talk about teenage love in the 

face of social strictures. This is where tragedy begins 
because they are misunderstood by the society that 
surrounds and oppresses them. But we do like a bit of 
tragedy in opera. Otherwise, things would get boring!
.
.
A woman conductor in Spring 2021, women directors 
during the 2021-22 season: Lotte de Beer in Les 
Pêcheurs de perles, Tatjana Gürbaca in Jenůfa, 
Mariame Clément in Anna Bolena. Are you seeking to 
correct an imbalance?
.
AC – I don’t want to make a manifesto of it, but it is 
part of my broader intent. I have always worked with 
women, because their approach is relevant and very 
interesting. Take for instance Lydia Steier who staged 
Les Indes galantes or Karin Henkel in Traviata. There 
is a fundamental value in associating women to opera 
staging.  
.
PC - When it came to putting on a ballet about 
Tristan und Isolde, I absolutely wanted a woman’s 
perspective. After several months, I found Joëlle 
Bouvier who accepted the challenge. In fact, she had 
originally named her choreography Salue pour moi le 
monde ! out of modesty in the face of Richard 
.
.
Wagner’s monument. With respect and with distance. 
The recognition garnered by her Tristan & Isolde is 
expressed by the change in the piece’s title, only 
distinguished from the original by an ampersand.
.
.
Anne Boleyn, a queen consort, Turandot, a Chinese 
princess, Poppea, a Roman empress. Do you want to 
showcase women of power instead of just “witches 
and bitches”? 
.
CP - I don’t know if the question of power is central, 
but in opera, there are strong women who are not 
victims. Also as directors, we wanted to give women 
the positions traditionally occupied by men. Tatjana 
Gürbaca, Mariame Clément and Lotte de Beer are 
aware of this. We’re all very excited to see what these 
three great women directors have to say.
.
.
And now a few questions about some of the 
productions. Prokofiev’s War and Peace will be 
directed by Calixto Bieito, his first time in Geneva. 
Does this make you proud ?
.
AC - Absolutely! He is a very important director of our 
time, and his work leaves nobody indifferent. He had 
to come here.  
.
CP – But it remains to be seen whether he has taken 
into account Svetlana Alexeievich’s ground-breaking 
book, The Unwomanly Face of War: An Oral History of 
Women in World War II, which she published 30 years 
before receiving her Nobel Prize... 
.
.
Why stage the relatively unknown Les Pêcheurs de 
perles, for the holiday season? Can the piece break 
away from its rather difficult reputation as an exotic 
fantasy?



.
AC – You can thank Lotte de Beer for that: she 
manages to avoid the exotic orientalism that makes 
the piece cringingly naïve. Distance is often essential 
in staging; you have to go beyond the first degree to 
access certain works. This is why we called on Lotte 
de Beer, whose production was acclaimed by critics 
at the time of its premiere in Vienna. 
.
CP - That is the sense of her approach: she questions 
our contemporary relationship with the exotic, she 
tries to define it and plays with the codes of our 
culture to break free from it or at least substitute 
a form of exoticism which in our day and age isn’t 
considered offensive, not to say that it is in the least 
bit kosher, and that is what makes her approach 
interesting. 
.
After Les Indes galantes, Pelléas et Mélisande,  
Dido and Æneas, opera and dance come together 
once again in Atys. How does this work between the 
ballet dancers and the opera artists? 
.
PC - Each time it is an extremely interesting and 
innovative experience for them. Dancing in these 
productions is very important because it opens 
up new horizons and completely different ways of 
working. It allows them to participate in a total work 
of art where they are not at the centre of everything 
but contribute to the whole. 
.
.
Contemporary music is on the playbill this season, 
with a world premiere, Sleepless by Peter Eötvös, 
presented in November at the Berlin Staatsoper and 
in March in Geneva. Can you tell us more about it?  
.
AC - Peter Eötvös is one of the major composers 
of our time. His opera is inspired by contemporary 
literature and not the old texts that we perhaps 
see too much of, like Hamlet or Figaro. Opera must 
confront the disciplines of today, whether literature 
or film, which is why I have asked the cutting-edge 
director Kornél Mundruczó to direct Sleepless. 
.
.
Let’s talk about these other disciplines. This season 
you are inviting the visual artist Prune Nourry to work 
on Atys, after having invited Adel Abdessemed and 
Marina Abramović, amongst others. What are you 
looking for in the eyes of these creators? 
.
AC - Visual artists are deeply rooted in our time, they 
can inject their talent and the energy of the present 

into a genre that is currently searching for its place. 
Their creative force must be seen in the world of 
opera, which is too often content with reproducing 
the past.  
.
CP - These artists allow us to leave the classical world 
of representation to which this genre is linked and 
challenge us with their offbeat approach. 

.
In August 2019, you created an new extra-curricular 
programme: La Plage. What is your assessment after 
two seasons? 
.
CP – La Plage is a forum made for people to come 
together informally, and that was specifically 
hampered by the Covid-19 pandemic. The idea behind 
it, “The Beach”, refers to bathing, immersion, to a 
community that brings people and forms together in 
dialogue. Before March 2020, most of our activities 
attracted a lot of people, new people. Might this 
be proof that we were responding to a certain 
expectation of the people of Geneva? 
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